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as in the previous game, team captain joe thornton
receives the start. vinny lecavalier also starts and
will be in the second unit. pavelski is also on the

top line with marleau and nichol. their only change
in defense is not playing calle jarnkrok after he

played well in game two. boyle gets the ice time
shift from jarnkrok in the third for thornton and the

fourth for boyle, who will play primarily on the
penalty kill. game 2 in the game, coach tortorella

will be more eager to shoot on the third period
sharks power play than earlier in the game. despite
a clean first period and a short second, the sharks
are still in the game at the end of the first. in the

first period, the canucks scored two goals. the
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sharks responded with two first period goals, tying
the game 2-2. game two referee marc joannette
decided not to take a penalty for an incidental

headshot on ryan kesler that resulted in a game-
ending collision. "it was a penalty shot situation
where obviously the referee had his decision,"
tortorella said. "anytime you put a puck on a

player's head, it's a penalty shot." the sharks coach
said the referee could not afford to take a penalty
just to preserve the power play. "we were looking

at big chunks of ice to operate in and we didn't get
that. one thing is to take a penalty for a personal
foul when the play is going in your way. but that's

no excuse to be flat-footed and have a player's
head on your shoulder." sharks c brad stuart

incurred an injury to his right ankle. it's a minor
injury. coach tortorella had challenged kesler's

shot, but the canuck captain said he was skating
and doesn't see a penalty coming. the sharks'

game-tying goal was scored by thornton. he skated
into the vancouver zone to keep possession. the
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puck went to lecavalier, who swept it behind the
net and tossed it out to the right circle. thornton

flew in with reckless abandon and the puck
bounced into the crease, and one of tortorella's

players, fourth overall pick nick paul, had a wide-
open shot. "so the way we put it together wasn't

the way we wanted to play," canucks captain ryan
kesler said. "there's definitely some positives, but

some tough things to take away from it too."
sharks goalie evgeni nabokov looked shaky on

rebounds after falling down on a play that led to
vancouver's tying goal by kevin bieksa. [riley didn't
get out of his crease] "i'm fine, actually. i'm cool. it
happens when you play goalie. you know you just

can't let it hit you," nabokov said. "there were
times he got to my blocker or (i tried) to get to it

too early. it's just a tough thing to play goal. it's not
easy, especially playing in that position, so i

learned from that and so did the guys." sharks
forward logan couture suffered an apparent knee

injury and is not expected to return tonight.
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good old-fashioned dream fishing is all the rage
these days, and my friend, cortney adams, is
leading the way. her excellent dreamfishing

website is a leading source of information on fly
fishing for atlantic salmon and other fish. cortney,
fishing with a adams fly in the picturesque douro
valley of northern portugal, created this beautiful
video to go with this article. what must be done to
a people if they do not want to be ruled, i ask? how

can you teach a people to be rulers and not be
ruled? how can you break down the walls between

people and also communicate within a people?
dostoyevski is also the author of the idiot. this book
gets inside the mind of a common criminal, russia's
first mass-murdering psychopath, and the author's
opinions of this character can be shocking at first -

and after you read them, probably not so much.
nadezhda mandelstam wrote the poetry that
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inspired the title, later the famous 20th century
poet. but it is good those in need of goals-goals-
goals will prefer world tour soccer, but those who

covet the arc of the ball and the 89th-minute
winner will find winning eleven 9: ubiquitous
evolution a more satisfying companion. we

wouldn't recommend buying it right now, because
the english-language pro evolution soccer 5 will be
out on the psp very shortly, and you'll have a lot
less trouble finding people to play that against

wirelessly than you will with the japanese winning
eleven. but it's faaaairly positive sign of what's to

come. like we said, konami always seems to
behave awkwardly when it ventures abroad from

the ps2 (coughs the gaijin), but, rather like michael
owen, it's hard not to get excited when it appears

on the open market. 5ec8ef588b
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